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How can you be 
ready for it? 

01

Advances in mobile and social technology have transformed consumer needs and expectations and 
what they expect from their financial institutions and favorite brands.

Innovation is not an option anymore – it’s table stakes to stay in the game. At the same time, issuers 
face an increasing number of challenges to bring their payments vision to market, including:  

Compressing timelines to get to market

New data privacy and fraud risks

Competition from challenger business 
models

The growing complexity of payments

Complex compliance and regulatory requirements

Staying competitive using outdated processing 
infrastructure.

A better solution is needed.

You Can’t Predict the Future of Payment
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About i2c Inc.

 

The i2c Philosophy
i2c is a team of self-starters and achievers that are reshaping payments. Committed to collaboration 
and authenticity, i2c seeks the details and challenges traditional thinking to identify new and unique 
opportunities.

i2c’s team of professionals value teamwork and have an appreciation for innovative technology that 
drives increased performance.

 

i2c’s highly configurable, global platform provides the agile technology infrastructure and capabilities 
that issuers need to respond to changing market conditions and stay competitive. i2c removes the 
complexity of dealing with multiple systems, vendors, regions, languages and time zones by operating 
from one global platform that offers an end to end suite of processing services. All services are fully 
integrated and operate in real-time, streamlining operational processes, and driving greater efficiency.

Using i2c’s flexible building block architecture clients can rapidly 
configure unique solutions and get to market in days versus 
months. i2c supports a wide range of payments and digital 
banking solutions including: credit, debit and prepaid cards, 
mobile and online banking, lines of credit, installment loans and 
more.

Proprietary, AI powered, detection, monitoring and case 
management tools support fraud management and i2c offers a 
wide range of configurations and parameters to address 
regulatory and compliance requirements. 

i2c has multiple operating centers located in Omaha, Montreal, 
and Lahore and two fully redundant 'active-active' data centers in 
California and Virginia.

i2c's next-generation technology currently supports financial 
institutions, fintechs, corporations and governments with 
thousands of programs and millions of users in more than 200 
countries and territories.

Founded

2001

1,500+
Global Payment Specialists

200+ Countries
& Territories
All Time Zones

Headquartered

Silicon Valley
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INDUSTRY

UNCERTAIN RELIABILITY

Multiple Platforms

Code

Mono Product

Account Centric

Vendor Controlled

Inflexible Pricing

Periodic Releases

Single Global Platform

Configurable

Multi-Product

Customer Centric

Full or Self Service

Pay Only For What You Use

Continuous Innovation

PROVEN RELIABILITY

Agile Processing Architecture

Global Coverage from a Single, Integrated Platform
Many of the organizations in the industry 
today have built their operating models 
and technology stacks around acquisition 
and integration, and often struggle to keep 
them current and operating optimally. 
i2c’s platform and suite of services were 
architected from the ground up and 
enable issuance throughout the world 
from a single global code base.

With a library of over 100,000 building 
blocks i2c is able to help clients solve 
virtually any payment use case globally, 
regardless of vertical, compliancy 
constraints or specialty need.

To date, other issuer providers have primarily focused on providing platforms that require custom 
coding, are ledger-based products, spread across multiple systems and controlled by a single vendor.

i2c has taken a fundamentally different approach to processing platform architecture design by 
enabling issuers to quickly go to market with multiple product solutions and control the management 
of their programs. Once in market, clients can continuously adapt and adjust program features to 
meet changing market conditions.

With i2c there are no trade-offs between flexibility, speed-to-market and reliability. i2c is an 
established company with stable and time-tested technology that delivers the reliability, scalability, 
and security of the largest processors, but is also innovative and nimble enough to move quickly.

Why i2c

P&L Optimization
Ultimately, it is about delivering bottom line performance. i2c’s platform capabilities enable faster 
speed-to-market to help you drive more revenue. In addition, it can be leveraged to optimize key 
revenue drivers such as interest income, interchange and fee income. Expense reductions can also 
be realized related to operations, fraud, credit losses and rewards management.

Leveraging real-time business intelligence and platform management capabilities enables clients to 
continuously learn and iterate to hone their value propositions and optimize business results.
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Platform Overview  

Multi-Product 

Comprehensive Solution Suite

Fully Integrated

End-to-End, Integrated Solution 

Agile Program Design

Building Block Architecture

Program Management Control

i2c’s platform provides a full suite of services that support all stages of program execution such as 
processing, program management, contact center servicing, reporting and analytics, settlement and 
reconciliation, as well as fraud management. Additional services include marketing, loyalty, rewards, 
application portals for clients, partners and customers, white label cardholder websites & mobile 
applications, engagement manager, eliminating the need to integrate across multiple vendors.

Operating from a single global platform, all i2c services are fully integrated, enabling real-time 
execution management and data across all channels. Clients can engage with some or all platform 
elements based on their current or evolving needs. i2c can also integrate with third party vendors, 
as required.

With over 100,000 interlocking payment functions that can 
be rapidly configured to support all payment types, the i2c 
platform provides maximum agility and flexibility in product 
design and deployment. No coding is required – just 
configure your product and go.

All products (card, banking, lending, payments) are supported on one global platform, eliminating 
the need for multiple processing platforms for different products.

i2c can manage all aspects of your program. Clients also have the option to control set up and 
ongoing management of their programs through i2c’s web interface. Direct and real-time access is 
available for program elements such as product configurations, rewards and loyalty campaigns, 
customer communications and alerts as well as reporting. Issuers have full visibility and control of 
their program parameters and can quickly get to market and respond rapidly to changing market 
conditions. 

There are a multitude of unique features that set the i2c platform apart such as:
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Digital Framework

Marketing and Loyalty Solutions 

Real-Time

Proven Reliability

One Code Base

Operational Efficiency

Multi-Purse and Multi-Currency
Multi-purse capabilities allow consumers to carry multiple balances on a card. Balances can 
represent different currencies, budgeting categories of the same currency, reward dollars, 
cryptocurrencies or other virtual currencies such as rewards dollars or miles.

A sophisticated digital framework provides fully branded Android, iOS, and mobile web apps, while
supporting digital payments, virtual cards and wallets.

Operating two, Tier 4, fully-redundant, ‘active-active’ data centers, i2c’s inherent culture of resiliency and 
stellar uptime track record is one of our driving differentiators. Our platform’s stability and horizontally 
scalable architecture provides clients with unlimited scalability to grow their portfolio globally.

Every aspect of the platform is executed in real-time, including cardholder-initiated transactions in all
channels (ATM, POS, web, mobile, IVR, SMS), program set up, changes, new product introductions,
loyalty campaigns and reporting.

Operating from a single code base enables interaction with one set of APIs, efficiency in training, 
unified reporting and system wide availability of new platform feature releases.

The i2c Campaign Manager tool facilitates the management of real-time, personalized and 
interactive customer communications (SMS, email, web, IVR or mobile application) for marketing, 
customer support, account management and more.

Customer Centric Architecture 
i2c’s data analytic architecture recognizes the 
customer as the core entity. This enables a single 
customer view across all products, delivery of 
customized payment solutions and the opportunity 
to cross sell additional products.
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Engagement Model 

The New Core Competency
Agile Technology
To survive and thrive in today’s market environment, a new set of core competencies is required - starting 
with agile technology. Until now, issuers often had multi-year plans to build the core payments 
capabilities required to drive their business success. By leveraging i2c’s agile technology infrastructure, 
clients are immediately enabled with the core competencies they need.

Whatever the market conditions, issuers can be ready to respond to drive new revenue 
opportunities and manage their programs.

Continuous cycle of Innovate-Learn-Iterate

Speed-to-market

Control over set up and management

Real-time execution

Service reliability

The i2c engagement model aligns with its clients economically, therefore, i2c is fully invested in 
driving mutual growth and success.

The team at i2c takes a high-touch approach to serving its clients, starting with understanding their 
unique business objectives, challenges and innovation agenda. A dedicated Account Manager and 
Implementation Project Manager work with clients to best leverage the i2c platform and manage all 
onboarding requirements. 

i2c’s robust and comprehensive implementation process, built on years of experience, allows i2c to 
set up new clients quickly and deliver the client's desired value proposition.

Ongoing support also includes a 24/7 help desk, staffed by engineers, as well as business advisory 
consulting services so clients can continuously utilize the i2c platform capabilities to manage and 
grow their business.

Certified & Compliant

The i2c platform is SSAE18 SOC1 & SOC2 compliant, ISO 31000:2108, ISO 27001:2013, and 
PCI-DSS. Certifications with Visa, Mastercard, American Express, Discover and UnionPay allow 
direct card network connectivity.

Virtual / digital delivery

One customer centric view across all relationships

Integrated lifecycle management and servicing

Actionable business intelligence

Seamless global operation
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i2c Client Examples
i2c’s clients span the globe including the following select examples. 

Product Solutions & Use Cases
i2c’s platform supports all types of product solutions enabling 1,000s of unique use cases including:

Core Banking
Demand Deposit (DDA)
Savings
Money Market

Core Banking
Spending (FSA)
Reimbursement (HRA)
Savings (HSA)

Alternate Payment
Methods

Investment Cards
Crypto

Credit Card

Charge Card
Installment Loan
Line of Credit

Retail/Consumer Cards  
Commercial Cards  
SMB Cards
Secured Cards
Co-Branded Cards
Private Label Cards

Debit
ATM Card
Debit Card

Prepaid
General Purpose
Reloadable (GPR)
Gift Card/Incentive
Travel/Multi-Currency
Payroll
Government Disbursement
Disaster Relief

100 Redwood Shores Parkway, Suite 100, Redwood City, CA 94065                     +1.650.593.5400 | connect@i2cinc.com

www.i2cinc.com
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